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2 Why participation actually? 

There are various aims and reasons for stakeholder participation and other forms 

of participation. In practice they often coincide.Aims or reasons for stakeholder 

participation can be divided Into four main categories: quality aims, instrumental 

aims, democratic aims and emancipation aims. These categories are explained In 

turn below. In practice they often overlap and cannot easily be distinguished from 

each other. Not all of these alms are equally relevant to the work of the MNP. but 

they are described here because the complete spectrum allows their position to be 

better defined. Project leaders need to be aware of their own aims and priorities. 

2.1 A wide choice of aims 

Quality a,ms

Quality aims are concerned with improving the product itself. Knowledge which is 

not present in-house is brought in. This includes both scientific and non-scientific 

knowledge: knowledge about sectors and practices; monitoring of nature and the 

environment; the balance of power between actors; analyses of administrative 

processes; knowledge about policy implementation, desirable futures and anticipated 

developments. Many kinds of knowledge are involved therefore. Participation can be 

used to fill in gaps in knowledge or as external quality control on the organisation's 

'own' knowledge. So participation can increase the validity of the knowledge 

products. 

Instrumental a,ms 

In the case of instrumental alms, the focus Is not on the product itself but on the 

status of the product and therefore of the MNP. These aims are concerned with 

winning support for the product and strengthening the image of the MNP as an 

independent, quality-conscious knowledge provider. Another instrumental aim is the 

wider distribution of the content of a report in the hope that it will be used more 

widely in decision-making processes. 

Democratic aims 

Democratic aims are concerned with participation for Its own sake. The 

consideration here is that stakeholders are entitled to participate in certain 

processes, to be informed and to make a contribution. For the MNP this can 
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